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Abstract 
Internal gains from occupants, equipment and lighting contribute a significant 
proportion of the heat gains in an office space. Looking at trends in Generation-Y, it 
appears there are two diverging paths for future ICT demand: one where energy 
demand is carefully regulated and the other where productivity enhancers such as 
multiple monitors and media walls causes an explosion of energy demand within the 
space. These internal gains scenarios were simulated on a variety of different 
building archetypes to test their influence on the space heating and cooling demand. 
It was demonstrated that in offices with a high quality facade, internal gains are the 
dominant factor. As a case study, it was shown that natural ventilation is only 
possible when the ICT demand is carefully regulated. 
 
Keywords Trends, ICT, Energy, HVAC, Offices 
 
1.0 Introduction 
Digital technology has revolutionised every aspect of peoples’ lives, but none more 
so than in the workplace. Office spaces are already dominated by ICT digital 
technology, but looking to the future, the trends point towards the digitalisation of 
nearly everything in which we interact within the space [1]. As all electrical energy 
ultimately ends up as heat through processes of radiation and convection, it therefore 
is important to assess the impact of these trends on the space heating and cooling 
demands.  
 
Several studies have quantified the impact of internal gains on space heating and 
cooling. Notably, Sezgen et al [2] investigated the impact of reducing lighting demand 
in a range of different office building fabrics in different climates in the US. It was 
discovered that a reduction in gains, without any attention to the building fabric would 
increase energy demand in cooler climates and reduce cooling demand in warmer 
climates.  Komor [3] looked into the sensitivities of HVAC design to incorrect 
predictions of internal gains. He argued that due to poor classification of equipment 
gains (using nameplate power, instead of operational power and applying diversity), 
casual gains were often predicted to be 3 times higher than in reality. The biggest 
problem that this caused was in the specification of chillers with a much greater 
capacity than was needed – simultaneously increasing capital cost and operational 
costs through part loading.  
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In this study it was perceived that an important aspect of design was allowing for 
operational flexibility later on in the building’s life. Specifically, Komor [3] and Koomey 
et al [4] predicted that through improvements in energy efficiency, driven by Energy 
Star, ICT energy demand would fall in office spaces. Retrospectively, it is not clear 
whether this scenario played out as expected. Whilst in general, ICT devices are 
more efficient than 10 years ago [5], the need for ever greater performance has 
cancelled out any possible savings. 
 
The idea that future trends in internal gains could experience a dual fate is central to 
this paper. Using benchmark data and looking at existing market trends, a picture of 
the type and magnitude of change from existing load profiles has been produced. 
From this, two casual gain scenarios representing the worst and best internal energy 
demands are presented and the impact in different office building fabric types will 
then be assessed. 
 
2.0 Technology Trends 
The digital technology world is a fast, dynamic and unpredictable environment. 
Innovation and change is driven by a complex interaction between changing 
requirements from users, and new opportunities from advancing technologies. To 
understand the background to these changing user requirements, it is necessary to 
look at the generation who grew up with the emerging digital world and who are 
driving it to meet their needs. 
 
2.1 Generation-Y 
Analysts believe that society is in the middle of a major revolution led by Generation-
Y, defined as those who were born between 1980 and 2000 [6]. Gen-Y is generally 
marked with an increased familiarity with instant communication, social media and 
other Web 2.0 technologies [7]. DEWG, a think tank for future offices, describe Gen-
Y as being entrepreneurial, progressive and mobile [8].  
 
Gen-Y is driving the requirement for more flexibility in their professional lives, and 
with it, the option of working from home, on the move or in the office [9]. Gen-Y 
workers will expect organisations to operate their ICT processes “on the cloud”, so 
they can access the necessary data to undertake their job wherever they might be 
[10].  
 
This freedom of choice will also affect the role of the offices, as perhaps it will be 
treated more as a meeting centre or hubs, rather than a fixed place for private work 
[6]. As a result, building utilisation rates are falling as organisations are failing to keep 
up with the trends towards greater mobility [11]. An emerging solution to this problem 
is hot-desking; and whilst only a few companies maximise their building utilisation 
today, it is expected that with smarter monitoring of buildings, most organisations will 
adopt hot-desking as a key feature in their offices of the future [12]. 
 
2.2 Ubiquitous Computing 
Along with redefining the occupancy profiles of future offices, Gen-Y is driving the 
need for ubiquitous computing, simply defined as “computers everywhere”. There are 
four key interrelated trends which could shape the way Gen-Y uses offices: cloud 
computing, mobile computing, surface computing and pervasive sensor networks. 
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2.2.1 Cloud Computing 
Cloud Computing describes a philosophy where processing power moves away from 
the desktop PC and onto a server network: either hosted within the organisation 
(private cloud) or over the internet (public cloud) [10]. 
 
The benefits of cloud computing are very clear to Gen-Y users – easier access to 
data, more available power through processes of server virtualisation, and increases 
in resource utilisation through sharing physical hardware [13]. Currently it is only just 
emerging in a commercial sense, and many companies are still hesitant in the short 
term. Looking over the next four years, analysts believe that a significant number of 
companies will have the majority of their IT running in the cloud [14].  
 
2.2.2 Mobile Computing 
The ability to undertake work and engage with social media on the move is a key 
Gen-Y requirement. As such, it is very clear that the technology to deliver this is 
quickly emerging as a dominant player in future ICT systems [15]. In 2008, the 
annual number of shipments of laptops equalled those of PCs, in 2012 it is expected 
they will nearly triple PC shipments [16]. Smartphone usage has grown even more 
explosively: 31% of adults in the UK owned a Smartphone in January 2011, 
compared with 13% one year before [17].  
 
Looking into the future, it is highly uncertain what type of device will dominate. 
Indeed, with so much convergence on the hardware side (netbooks, tablets, 
Smartphones), and most of the processing requirements undertaken in the cloud, the 
differences between devices have become blurred.  
 
2.2.3 Surface Computing 
The third technology trend is in the way we interface with computers. The trends are 
moving towards interfaces being ever more intuitive; from the command prompt in 
DOS systems, to the mouse and keyboard of today, analysts predict that the next 
technology interface will be multi-touch screens [20].  
 

 

Figure 1: Monitor Size vs Power CNET [23], Hosni [24] and Roberson [25] 
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This is all under the umbrella of “Surface Computing”, where the idea is that every 
horizontal and vertical surface is to be covered in an interactive screen. Advances in 
solid state lighting technology - especially in OLED (organic-LED) is making this 
vision close to a reality outside the laboratory [21].  
 
The evolution towards surface computing can already be seen in the trends towards 
ever larger and multiple-monitors at each desktop. Figure 1 shows that, whilst 
individual devices are getting more energy efficient, there is a clear trend towards 
ever larger monitors. Colvin et al [22] discovered that productivity increased by 
around 40% when multiple monitors were employed. 
 
2.2.4 Pervasive Sensor Networks 
The fourth trend is with pervasive sensor networks: in parallel with the developments 
in the way people interact with computers, there have been similar advances in the 
ways that computers interact with people [18]. Pervasive sensor networks are used 
to create better monitoring of the building which the Building Management System 
(BMS) can use to implement more effective control of energy demands.  
 
Looking to the future, pervasive sensor networks will play a key role in the Internet of 
Things (creating a virtual representation of real world objects). Increasing the 
occupancy utilisation rate of buildings by helping workers decide when to go to work 
and where the free spaces are inside the office, using scheduling software and RFID 
(radio frequency identification) tags are a few amongst many possible solutions [19]. 
 
2.3 Solid State Lighting 
The final digital technology driver of change is with solid-state lighting. Whilst to date, 
LEDs have only had very specialist applications in display lighting, and backlighting 
for LCD monitors, analysts believe that in future white-LED topologies can be used in 
most lighting situations – including general space lighting [26]. 
 
The US Department of Energy has set targets for commercially available white-LEDs 
to reach an efficacy of 188lumens/W by 2015 [27]. This is almost double the current 
levels achieved by best practice fluorescent tubes.  
 
3.0 Internal Gain Scenarios 
To quantify the impact of these trends on internal gain calculations a series of 
hypothetical office scenarios were created. To start with, a basecase scenario of 
benchmark office occupancy, lighting and equipment loads was developed to enable 
a fair comparison. 
 
3.1 Base Case 
The basecase scenario was created with the following assumptions: 

• A  professional services type office; typified by an average ICT load (mainly for 
word processing and spreadsheets), and an average workstation density of 
10m2/workstation [28]. 

• Only 45% occupancy utilisation on average throughout the day – a figure 
representative of typical UK offices in 2011 [11].  

 
Benchmark data for a “prestige office type” from ECON-19 was selected for lighting. 
(29kWh/m2/year is good practice) [29]. 

• Best practice T8 fluorescent tube fixtures with an efficacy of 105lumens/Watt 
with daylight dimming and occupancy detection were selected. 
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Similarly, office equipment energy demand was based on ECON-19 benchmark data 
for prestige office (between 23-32kWh/m2/year).  
 
The parameters for the base case scenario can be visualised in Figure 2 and are 
listed below:   

• Desktop PC has a power demand of 65W. This is the average value for 
desktop power given by CIBSE Guide A [35] and other recent studies [24]. 

• Laptop has an average power demand of 23W [25] 

• Monitor is selected to be 22’’, with average power consumption of 36W (from 
commercially available models available as of June 2011). See Figure 1. 

• Smartphone has a power demand of around 1W. 

• VoIP has a power demand of around 5W. 

• A laser printer (24pages/minute) has a demand of 130W (10W idle) [24] 

• A large copy machine has a demand of 800W (305W idle) [24] 
o Both machines are assumed to running on high mode, 13% of the 

occupied day. [41] 
 
Level of ownership of each device: 

• Desktop/Laptops: 3 in 4 use a desktop, 1 in 4 use a laptop [30] 

• Monitors: assume 1 monitor per user 

• Smartphone: 1 in 3 use Smartphones [17] 

• VoIP: assume every user has a VoIP telephone 

• Printer/Copier: assuming 1 for 20 users. 
 
Night-time shutdown: 

• A variety of results are found in different studies, ranging from 40% to 90% 
with a median of 67% for desktop PCs and 80% for monitors [31,32]. 

 
See Table 1 for an overview of all equipment parameters. 
 
3.2 Future Scenarios 
Based on the trends discussed in section 2, two potential scenarios have been 
developed for the year 2015. Note, whilst these scenarios are indicative only, they 
are useful in investigating the relative changes from the basecase scenario.  
 
Occupancy and lighting: 

• Through the improvements in pervasive sensor networks, it is assumed that 
the office utilisation can be raised from 45% to 85%. (15% left as a factor of 
safety for overcrowding).  

• Lighting demand will reduce from existing best practice by installing white-
LEDs with efficacies of 188lumens/Watt, and implementing pervasive sensor 
networks to increase the effectiveness of the daylight dimming and occupancy 
detection control. 

 
However, the future office equipment demand is not so easy to define. On one hand 
there is the potential for massive reductions in demand: 

• Developments in energy efficiency: solid state drives and LCD monitors 
with LED backlights are two examples of recent developments. Evidence of 
this is seen in Figure 1, where newer monitors consume less power than the 
equivalent sized older ones.  
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• Cloud computing and virtual desktops: by moving the processing power 
towards the cloud, the energy demand of the client is reduced. A study by the 
Fraunhofer Institute has shown that savings of between 75% and 88% can be 
seen on the client side, depending on user types [13].  

• Advances in mobile technology: mobile devices are inherently energy 
efficient to conserve battery power. Smartphones only use between 0.5-1.5W 
and tablets 2.5-5W in operation. 

• Paperless Office: primarily sustainable through reducing paper consumption, 
but also reduces electrical energy demand from printers and copiers. 

 
However, contrarily there are suggestions that an opposite situation could occur, and 
there is potential for large increases in power demand: 

• Surface computing: larger and multiple screens to maximise productivity. 
Figure 1 shows that as devices get more efficient they get larger; the net 
energy benefit is zero. 

• Consumer mentality: increasing consumption of equipment as they get 
cheaper. Whenever there are increases in efficiency, there also are reductions 
in cost. This produces a backlash known as the Jevons’ Paradox, where 
consumers spend this spare capital buying even more, resulting in a net 
energy demand increase [32]. 

 
As a result of these diverging trends, two possible future scenarios for equipment use 
have been created:  

1. Where minimising carbon emissions drives the ICT acquisition policy  
2. Where maximising productivity gives users freedom to select the level of ICT 

demand they need, resulting in a “techno-explosion”. 
 
3.2.1 Scenario 1 – Energy Conscious ICT Scenario 
The parameters for the energy conscious ICT scenario can be visualised in Figure 3 
and are listed below: 

• The monitor size is limited to 22’’ and the most energy efficient model is 
selected (In June 2011 this is 17.5W) [23].  

• Multiple monitors are banned – 1 per workstation only.   

• The number of additional devices is also limited to 1 Smartphone and 1 tablet 
per user. 

 
3.2.2 Scenario 2 – Techno-explosion Scenario 
The parameters for the techno-explosion scenario can be visualised in Figure 4 and 
are listed below: 

1. With unlimited size and number restrictions, this study assumes that dual 24’’ 
monitors could become normal (assuming 41.5W each) [23].  

2. A 27’’ touchscreen could replace traditional keyboard entry, and increase the 
visual area for the user (99W operational) [34]. 

3. Media walls could become prevalent in office “break-out” zones. 1 media wall 
per 20 occupants (2 panels at 1800W operational each) is assumed [34].  

4. It is assumed that every user has a Smartphone, a tablet and every second 
user has a laptop (in addition to the thin client at the workstation). 

 
See Table 1 for an overview of all equipment parameters. 
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Figure 3 :  

Figure 4
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 Case Scenario: Benchmark Energy Demand

  2015 Scenario 1: Energy Conscious ICT

4 : 2015 Scenario 2: Techno-Explosion 

6th and 7th September 2011 

 

Case Scenario: Benchmark Energy Demands 

 

Energy Conscious ICT 
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Device Category 
Power 

(W) 
Night-time 
shutdown 

Example Device 

 
On Idle/Off 

  
Desktop 65 2 67% Intel Core 2 Duo E8300 

Thin Client 11.5 1.5 100% IGEL UD3 

Laptop 23 0.5 100% 1.8 Ghz, 17'' screen 

Tablet 2.5 0 100% Apple iPad 

Smartphone 0.5 0 100% Apple iPhone 

VoIP 6.5 0 0% CISCO VoIP Telephone 

Monitor 1 
(Basecase) 

36.5 0.5 80% 22’’ ViewSonic vx2265wm 

Monitor 2 
(Energy Conscious) 

17.5 0.5 100% 
22’’ Lenovo ThinkVision 

L2251x 
Monitor 3 

(Techno-explosion) 
41.5 1.5 100% 24’’ BenQ E2400HD 

Touch-screens 99 2 100% 
Perceptive Pixel 27'' Multi-

touch display 

Media Walls 1800 10 100% 
Perceptive Pixel 88'' Multi-

touch display 

Laser Printer 130 10 100% 
A typical small office type (24 

pages per minute) 

Copy Machine 800 300 100% Large Size, Multi-User 

E-Reader 0.1 0 0% iRex iLiad 

Table 1: Equipment Parameters 
 
4.0 Calculations Methodology   
4.1 Occupancy 
The office is assumed to be occupied from 9am until 6pm every day. For simplicity, 
weekends are assumed to be unoccupied, and public holidays have been ignored. 
Standard values of heat gain are given in CIBSE Guide A and are 75 and 55W for 
sensible and latent heat respectively [35]. These values are multiplied with 
occupancy utilisation rates and workstation density to find heat gain per m2. 
 
4.2 Lighting 
Lighting simulation is a complex process. In addition to the luminaire efficacy, there 
are other important components which affect the energy demand:  

• Total system efficiency 

• % of lights in which natural daylighting control is applied 

• % of lights which are left on overnight. 
 
The total system efficiency is made up a complex series of relationships, which goes 
beyond the scope of this exercise. Values of 48% and 57% for the basecase and 
future system have been chosen, derived in studies undertaken elsewhere [26,36]. 
Note: it was assumed that the working plane requires 500lux and that the lighting 
operational hours are from 8am until 8pm.  
 
To simulate implementing pervasive sensor networks to increase the effectiveness of 
the daylight dimming control, the energy simulation tool ESP-r was used [37]. The 
model used a 20x20x3m box with 35% glazing and used a daylight factor of 2% and 
ideal dimming control. Assumptions are as follows. 

• Base case: 40% of lights can be dimmed 
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• Future Scenario: 60% of lights can be dimmed 
 
Similarly, minimum setback levels were set to simulate lights left on overnight: 

• Base case: 25% of lights left on at night (simulating a poorly working system) 

• Future Scenario: 10% of lights left on at night (for security purposes) 
 
These parameters are used to create profiles for hourly lighting demand profiles 
throughout the year. A sample of winter, transition and summer daily profiles are 
presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the basecase and future scenarios 
respectively. 
 

 
Figure 5 :  Base Case (Fluorescent Tube) typical days 
 

 
Figure 6 :  Future Scenario (white-LED) typical days 
 
4.3 Equipment 
Equipment calculations are based on the power demand performance combined with 
a few other parameters: 

• Usage: a % value of the number of devices per person 

• Night-time shutdown: the % of devices which are switched off at night 

• Occupied utilisation: based on the level of building utilisation. For example, if 
the building is only 45% utilised, then only 45% of devices will be used during 
the day. 

• It assumes that all electrical energy is converted into heat and 80% is 
convective and 20% radiative. 

 
Figure 7 demonstrates the expected daily profile for equipment use under the 
basecase and two future scenarios. It is clear that whilst the techno-explosion 
scenario could dramatically increase the demand up to 33W/m2 during the day, with 
improvements in power management, less energy is wasted at night-time compared 
to the basecase scenario. 
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Figure 7 :  Equipment Usage Daily Profile 
 
4.4 Summary of Results 
The total heat energy delivered to the office space in a typical working day is 
calculated for occupancy, lighting and equipment. The Appendix gives a full table of 
values broken down into each sub category. 
 
As seen in Figure 8, there is a wide variation in total internal gains in the different 
future scenarios. This has been quantified as a 56% decrease from the Basecase in 
the energy conscious ICT scenario, and a 40% increase for the techno-explosion 
scenario. 
 

 
Figure 8 :  Annual Energy Demands for the 3 scenarios 

 
In both future scenarios, the auxiliary equipment and lighting energy are reduced and 
the occupancy gains increased. The primary difference between scenarios is the 
level of surface computing – a direct result of the different organisation policies. 
 
Although these scenarios are indicative only (and they apply to average conditions) it 
is nevertheless very useful to see how simple decisions in ICT acquisition can 
considerably affect the total internal gains.  
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5.0 Holistic Impact on Space Heating and Cooling Demand
The internal heat gains from occupants, lighting and the e
part of the energy to the office space. Whilst many studies 
that any equipment savings in the space would account for equivalent 
cooling, in reality it is far more complex [
thermal zone – externally through processes of infiltration, conduction, 
and internally through therma
zones. Therefore, to model the true impact of the casual gain scenarios it is 
necessary to factor in these parameters in the analysis. To undertake the 
simulations, the energy simulation tool ESP
building in London.  
 
5.1 Model Assumptions 
As a trade-off between simplicity and model robustness, only a single floor of the 
hypothetical building was used in the simulation. It was assumed that most 
major interactions were between the space and the outside, 
thermal interaction with the zones 
 
Modelling Parameters 
Space dimensions: 20m x 20m
Adjacent zones:  

• Unheated heavy-weight zone to the rear to simulate auxiliary space

• Ceiling Void: (1m deep)
Glazing Area = 35% 
U Values: 

• Glazing: varies (see 

• Wall (poor scenarios):  0.5 W/m

• Wall (good scenarios):  0.23 W/m
Climate File: Heathrow TRY
Optical Parameters: varies (see 
Infiltration Rate: varies (see 
Casual Gains: varies 
Air temperature set points: 

• Summer: 25oC max (28

• Winter: 21o min (16oC min unoccupied)

Table 2: Modelling Parameters for Thermal Simulation
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Holistic Impact on Space Heating and Cooling Demand 
The internal heat gains from occupants, lighting and the equipment only contribute 
part of the energy to the office space. Whilst many studies assume as a simplification 
that any equipment savings in the space would account for equivalent 
cooling, in reality it is far more complex [3]. There are many different influences on 

externally through processes of infiltration, conduction, 
and internally through thermal mass, ventilation and conduction between
zones. Therefore, to model the true impact of the casual gain scenarios it is 
necessary to factor in these parameters in the analysis. To undertake the 
simulations, the energy simulation tool ESP-r [37] was used on a hypothetical office 

off between simplicity and model robustness, only a single floor of the 
tical building was used in the simulation. It was assumed that most 

major interactions were between the space and the outside, and there was little 
thermal interaction with the zones above or below. 

imensions: 20m x 20m x 3m 

weight zone to the rear to simulate auxiliary space

(1m deep) 

see Table 3) 

Wall (poor scenarios):  0.5 W/m2.K 

Wall (good scenarios):  0.23 W/m2.K 
Climate File: Heathrow TRY 
Optical Parameters: varies (see Table 3) 
Infiltration Rate: varies (see Table 3) 

 

C max (28oC max unoccupied) 

C min unoccupied) 

Modelling Parameters for Thermal Simulation 

6th and 7th September 2011 

quipment only contribute 
as a simplification 

that any equipment savings in the space would account for equivalent savings in 
]. There are many different influences on a 

externally through processes of infiltration, conduction, solar radiation 
conduction between different 

zones. Therefore, to model the true impact of the casual gain scenarios it is 
necessary to factor in these parameters in the analysis. To undertake the 

] was used on a hypothetical office 

off between simplicity and model robustness, only a single floor of the 
tical building was used in the simulation. It was assumed that most of the 

and there was little 

weight zone to the rear to simulate auxiliary space 
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5.2 Study 1: Sensitivity Study of Different Fabric Archetypes 
The first study is to ascertain the sensitivity of the different external influences of 
infiltration, conduction and solar radiation on space heating and cooling. To do this, 6 
office types have been created which demonstrate the full range of expected fabric 
conditions in modern office buildings (post 1970) in the UK. The list of assumptions 
and justification are as follows: 
 

1) Infiltration:  
a. 35 m3/h/m2 is seen as the archetypal “leaky” 1970’s building [38] 
b. 16 m3/h/m2 is seen as the archetypal “typical” building [38] 
c. 10 m3/h/m2 is the 2006 building regulation standards [39] 
d. 6.2 m3/h/m2 is the infiltration of the Elizabeth Fry building, a well known 

high performance building 
2) Glazing U-value: 

a. 2.8 W/m2.K is the standard value for double glazing 
b. 1.5 W/m2.K is the 2006 building regulations [39] 
c. 1.0 W/m2.K best practice triple glazed with argon fill [40] 

3) Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 
a. 70% is the standard value for clear float glass 
b. 50% meets 2006 building regulations [39] 
c. 30% is best practice [40] 

 

 Description 
Infiltration 
m3/h/m2 

Glazing 
U-Value 
W/m2K 

SHGC 
Shading 
(ratio)* 

Summer Free 
Cooling 

Type 1 Worst Case 35 2.8 0.7 - - 
Type 2 Typical (Poor) 16 2.8 0.7 - - 
Type 3 Typical 10 1.5 0.7 - - 

Type 4 
2006 Building 
Regulations 

10 1.5 0.5 1:3 - 

Type 5 Good Practice 6.2 1.0 0.3 1:2 - 
Type 6 Best Practice 6.2 1.0 0.3 1:2 2 ac/h (max) 

Table 3: Fabric Scenario Parameter List 
* Relative depth of shade compared to window height 
 

 
Figure 9 : Results of Fabric Scenario Study 
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By combining the results of the monthly kWh of space heating (+ve) and cooling (-ve) 
requirements on the same graph, the influence of the different parameters can be 
shown: 

• Infiltration Losses: comparing office type 1 and 2, it shows that reducing the 
infiltration acts to move the annual U-shape downwards. It reduces heating, 
but increases cooling in the summer. 

• Summer Free-cooling: the comparison of office types 5 and 6 show the 
benefit of utilising free cooling in the summer months, as other parameters of 
the model are identical 

 
Figure 10 and Figure 11 demonstrate the relative importance of conduction, 
infiltration, solar gains and casual gains in the two extreme fabric examples: worst 
case and best practice. 
 

 
Figure 10 :  Energy Balance: “Worst Case” (Office Type 1) 
 

 
Figure 11 :  Energy Balance: “Best Practice” (Office Type 6) 
 
These examples clearly show how, depending on the building fabric, the internal 
gains can dominate (in case of the best practice design) or be inconsequential to (in 
the case of the worst case design) the thermal processes within the space.  
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5.3 Study 2: Sensitivity of Internal Gains to Space Conditioning Demands  
Extrapolating on the previous study, the two 2015 internal gain scenarios are 
simulated on office type 1 and 6. The results are shown in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 : Output of study assessing different casual gain impacts 
 

RESULTS 
 

Worst Case Facade Best Practice Facade 

  
Low Base High Low Base High 

Maximum 
Demand 
(W/m2) 

Heating 113.8 105.3 100.5 34.9 26.7 27.6 

Cooling 101.3 106.8 130.5 32.3 39.8 62.7 

Energy 
Delivered 
(kWh/m2) 

Heating 131.4 110.2 97.4 13.9 3.4 2.8 

Cooling 21.1 29.3 48.1 6.5 19.4 56.8 

Total 152.6 139.4 145.6 20.4 22.7 59.6 

Table 4: Output of study assessing different casual gain impacts 

 
The results in Table 4 suggest that in a worst case building, if internal gains were 
reduced then resultant space conditioning energy would increase by around 10%. 
However, if the gains increased to the high internal gain scenario, the net energy 
requirement for heating and cooling would remain static.  
 
In the best practice building, applying the same three casual gain scenarios yields 
very different results. Whilst as expected, reducing the internal gains dramatically 
reduces the cooling load from the base case, the corresponding increase in heating 
means the net energy reduction is only 11%. However, there is a marked increase in 
cooling energy demand (around 190%) in the case of the high internal gain scenario. 
 
The impact on maximum demand is also very important in the best practice building. 
The chiller in the high internal gain scenario would need to be 94% larger than for the 
low gain scenario. Even if the chiller was designed under benchmark assumptions, if 
the office internal gains evolved over time it could be either oversized by 19%, or 
undersized by 58% depending on the scenario.  
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6.0 Case Study: the opportunity to design for natural ventilation 
The little amount of cooling required by the best practice office (in the low internal 
gains scenario) suggests that it might be possible to eradicate space cooling 
completely, and instead rely on summer free-cooling to regulate the temperature. 
 
The simulations were rerun with the summer maximum temperature allowed to free 
float and the results are shown in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13 :  Temperature Exceedance Charts  
 
The temperature exceedance chart proves that the low internal gains scenario will 
produce a comfortable office environment all round the year. However, neither the 
base case or high internal gains scenarios will provide an adequate environment. 
 
7.0 Conclusions 
Driven by Gen-Y it is expected that there will be general trends towards demand 
reduction in our office spaces: 

• Ubiquitous computing: increasing levels of mobility will improve energy 
efficiency 

• Virtual Desktops: the processing power is moving away from the office space 

• Lighting: demand will reduce in line with tighter regulations, improving LED 
efficiency and more effective controls. 

 
However, the investigations in the first part of the paper suggest that there are dual 
fates for the total level of internal gains likely to be in offices of 2015.  

• On one hand, there could be an energy conscious policy, which inhibits the 
use of multiple screens and inefficient technology 

• On the other hand, the office could witness a techno-explosion, with the ever 
reducing costs of screen technology and the development of surface 
computing. 

 
As buildings get tighter and more energy efficient themselves, the relative importance 
of these internal gain decisions increases. It was demonstrated that in a best practice 
fabric design, the difference between the maximum cooling demand in the low and 
high gain scenario was 94%. 
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Correspondingly, in an office building with a poor quality fabric, decreasing the 
internal gains results in a net increase in energy. This suggests that in this case, 
investment should primarily go into improving the build quality before reducing 
demand. 
 
Given the long lifespan of buildings, it is important that buildings are designed to be 
flexible to change. There has been much attention given to the influence of climate 
change on the adaptability of future buildings [41], but much less on the role of 
internal gains. This study shows that tighter buildings, with inherently less interaction 
with the external climate are dominated by their internal gains. 
 
Finally, this study has shown that if buildings are to be designed with free or passive 
cooling techniques, then the role of internal gains is crucial in achieving comfortable 
working conditions. This suggests that an integrated approach between design, 
operation and IT acquisition decisions is essential for the success of such a scheme. 
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8.0 Appendix 

    Basecase Future 1: Energy Conscious ICT Future 2: Techno-Explosion 

    

Weekday 
(Wh/m²) 

Weekend* 
(Wh/m²) 

Annual 
(kWh/m²) 

Weekday 
(Wh/m²) 

Weekend* 
(Wh/m²) 

Annual  
(kWh/m²) 

Weekday 
(Wh/m²) 

Weekend* 
(Wh/m²) 

Annual 
(kWh/m²) 

Occupants Sensible 29.7 0.0 7.7 56.1 0.0 14.6 56.1 0.0 14.6 

  Latent 21.8 0.0 5.7 41.1 0.0 10.7 41.1 0.0 10.7 

Lights   - - 29.0 - - 11.8 - - 11.8 

ICT Desktop 56.7 41.0 19.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 

  Thin Client 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.3 3.6 3.3 11.3 3.6 3.3 

  Laptop 2.8 0.3 0.7 0 0 0.0 8.9 0.6 2.4 

  Tablet 0 0 0.0 2.3 0 0.6 2.3 0 0.6 

  Smartphone 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 0 0.2 0.8 0 0.2 

  VoIP 15.6 15.6 5.7 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 

  Subtotal 75.2 56.9 25.5 14.3 3.6 4.1 23.2 4.2 6.5 

Visual 
Display Monitors 29.7 18.2 9.6 14.2 1.2 3.8 68.2 7.2 18.5 

  Touchscreen 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 79.0 4.8 21.0 

  Subtotal 29.7 18.2 9.6 14.2 1.2 3.8 147.2 12.0 39.5 

Media Wall   0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 140.6 2.4 36.8 

Aux 
Equipment Laser Printer 2.7 0.1 0.7 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 

  
Copy 
Machine 15.5 14.1 5.5             

  E-Paper 0 0 0.0 0.2 0.24 0.1 0.2 0.24 0.1 

    18.2 14.2 6.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 

Total       78.0     34.4     109.2 

Table 5: Total Internal Energy Values 

* Weekend: per weekend day 


